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Agenda
• 2017 and 2018 MIPS
o

Advancing Care Information Component

• Security Concerns and Actions
• Administrative Challenges
o

Prior Authorization

o

ePayments

o

On the Horizon…


New Medicare Cards



Attachments?

• MGMA Resources
• Q&A
.
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2017-2018 Merit-based
Incentive Payment System
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MIPS Timeline
Dec. 31

Mar. 31

July 2018?

CY 2019

2017 ACI
hardship
apps due

2017 MIPS
submission
deadline

2017 MIPS
feedback
released

Bonus or
penalty based
on 2017
performance

2017

2018

2019

Jan. 1, 2018

Feb. 2018

May 2018

Oct. 2018

2018 MIPS
reporting
begins

Winter
Olympics

Royal
wedding

MGMA18

Avoiding the 2017 QPP Penalty

1. Action needed by Mar. 31, 2018

2. Go to: https://qpp.cms.gov/login to establish your Enterprise
Identity Management (EIDM) credentials

3. Log-in to QPP and attest to meeting at least one of the
Improvement Activities
”
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Low volume threshold
MORE PHYSICIANS EXCLUDED IN 2018
About 35% of
Medicare clinicians

OR

Less than $90k in Medicare

Less than 200 unique

Part B allowed charges

Part B patients

will fall below the
low volume

During either of the year-long determination periods

threshold in 2018
and be excluded

• SEPT. 1, 2016 - AUG. 31, 2017
• SEPT. 1, 2017 - AUG. 31, 2018

(includes a 30-day claims run-out)
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from MIPS.

MIPS Year 2
HOW TO GET TO 100 POINTS
Quality

Cost

Advancing
care
information

Improvement
activities

MIPS Final
Score

50 points

10 points

25 points

15 points

0-100 points
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2018 MIPS score calculation
100

ECs and groups assigned final score of
0-100 points based on performance

70

Final score compared to a performance
threshold set by CMS each year.

Additional
Performance
Threshold

Scores above threshold result in a bonus;
scores below threshold get a penalty.
Budget neutrality: bonuses equivalent to
penalties
Exception: high performers receive additional
bonus up to 10% each year through 2026
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15
0
2018 Thresholds

MIPS Group Reporting

Entire practice gets
same MIPS score
and payment
adjustment

Not every clinician
needs to report
data for every
quality measure so
long as data
completeness
requirements are
met

Select 1 reporting
mechanism per
MIPS performance
category
(Options vary based on
performance category)
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Only 1 clinician
needs to attest to
completing an
improvement
activity

25%

Advancing Care Information (ACI)

2018 IN BRIEF

SPECIAL STATUS

 No change to 90-day reporting period,
category weight, 2014 CEHRT permitted

Non-physician practitioners

 ECs/groups can still choose from 2018
transitional measures (modified stage 2 MU)
or 2018 measures (stage 3 MU)

Hospital-based ECs
Ambulatory Surgical Clinic ECs*

 New bonus offered for reporting 2018
measures using 2015 CEHRT

Non-patient facing ECs & groups

 Technical updates to certain measures;
requirements for public health registry
measure relaxed

Those facing a significant hardship
― MU categories
― Small practices*
― De-certified EHR*

 Previous MU measure-specific exclusions
implemented
 More providers qualify for ACI re-weighting or
hardship due to “special status”

* New under 2018 QPP rule
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MIPS Bonuses and Hardships
BONUSES

HARDSHIPS

New small practice bonus – 5 points added
to the final score of any MIPS EC or group
in a small practice (15 or fewer clinicians)

Starting in 2018, ECs or groups can submit
a hardship exception application for
quality, improvement activities, and/or cost
categories in cases of extreme and
uncontrollable circumstances (e.g., natural
disaster, public health emergency).

New complex patient bonus – up to 5
points added to final score for treating
complex patients. Measured by HCC risk
score and percentage of dual eligible.

Extends ACI hardship policy to all MIPS
categories.

Must submit data for at least one MIPS
category to be eligible.

Applications due Dec. 31.
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Physician Practice Action Steps-QPP
Assess performance under past reporting programs
Evaluate vendor readiness & costs (ask about 2015 CEHRT!)
Protect your practice against a MIPS penalty
Determine your 2018 MIPS goal; establish a reporting strategy
Comply with deadlines (hardship exception, CAHPS for MIPS, MSSP, etc.)
Analyze data at year-end; hone final reporting strategy
Leverage MGMA resources to educate yourself, your physicians and staff
.
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MGMA Advocacy: Prior Authorization
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Prior
Authorization:
Practice
Concerns

• Requires practices understand changing
requirements
• Every plan=proprietary formats, criteria and forms
• Forced to use payer portals for “online” access
• Common PAs-imaging services and brand drugs
• Some payers are requiring PA for everything—
even generic drugs
• Significant workflow burdens
• 278 not meeting provider needs
• When supporting clinical documentation required,
no standard
• Automation needed, but software expensive
• PA process slows treatment for patients, adds
frustration for patients and providers
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PA as a Top Provider Challenge
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MGMA Stat Poll-Mar. 2016
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MGMA Stat Poll-Sept. 2016
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MGMA Stat Poll-May 2017
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MGMA June 2017 Survey

Prior Authorization (n=731)

“How burdensome
would you rate the
following regulatory
and administrative
issues?”

81.6%
69.4%

Lack of electronic attachments for claims and prior
authorization (n=735)

5.6% 6.8%
N/A

1.2% 2.5%
Not burdensome
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3.3%

6.8%

Slightly
burdensome

14.6%
8.2%

Moderately
burdensome

Very/Extremely
burdensome

Provider Reform Principles

21 principles in 5 areas:
-

Clinical Validity
Continuity of Care
Transparency and Fairness
Timely Access and
Administrative Efficiency
- Alternatives and
Exemptions
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Recent
DevelopmentJanuary 17
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Provider-Payer
Collaborative
Joint Statement
Health care
providers and
payers will work
together to:

• Reduce the number of health care professionals
subject to PA requirements based on their performance,
adherence to evidence-based medical practices, or
participation in a value-based agreement with the plan.
• Regularly review the services and medications that
require PA and eliminate requirements for therapies that no
longer warrant them.
• Improve channels of communications between plans,
providers, and patients to minimize care delays and ensure
clarity on PA requirements, rationale, and changes.
• Protect continuity of care for patients who are on an
ongoing, active treatment or a stable treatment regimen
when changes in coverage, plans or PA requirements.
• Accelerate industry adoption of national electronic
standards for PA and improve transparency of formulary
information and coverage restrictions at the point-of-care.
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Security Issues and Action Steps
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Current Practice Environment
Practices have now adopted EHRs (75%+)

Focus of technology has been on meeting govt
reporting requirements (Meaningful Use/QPP), not on
HIPAA Security
Wannacry/Petya ransomware attacks make front
page news
Patients increasingly worried about losing their
sensitive information
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• Practices have now adopted EHRs
(75%+)
Todays Security
Environment

• Focus of technology has been on
meeting govt reporting requirements
(Meaningful Use/QPP), not on
HIPAA Security
• Wannacry/Petya ransomware
attacks make front page news
• Patients increasingly worried about
losing their sensitive information
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• Unauthorized access by employees
What are Typical
Security
“Events”?

•

Misuse of authorized access

•

Physical disasters

•

Server crashes

•

Untrained staff

•

Ineffective disposal of PHI

•

External attacks
 Phishing
 Ransomware
- 26
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• Temporary loss of medical records
What are the
Consequences of
Data Loss?

•

Loss of financial data

•

Permanent loss of information

•

Loss of physical assets

•

Damage to:
 Clinic reputation
 Patient/colleague confidence
 Business continuity

•

Government enforcement
- 27
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Ten Steps to
Protect Your
Practice

1.
2.

CONDUCT a complete HIPAA Security Risk Assessment
KEEP computer operating systems and antivirus software
up-to-date
3. ENCRYPT all files and systems that contain patient
information
4. DEPLOY strong user authentication
5. ENSURE that your business associates are protecting
your data
6. REQUIRE training for all practice staff
7. INSTRUCT staff not to open emails/attachments/links
from unfamiliar senders
8. BACK UP patient data (offsite)
9. RUN periodic system tests
10. CONSIDER cyber insurance
- 28
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 Don’t assume your RA will be conducted by
Security Risk
your EHR vendor (w/o additional cost)
Assessment  Focus on vulnerable areas (mobile tech,
Considerations
remote access)
 Talk to peers-how did they do their RA?
 Do assume that you will be audited
 Document everything RA-related
 Review the available HHS/MGMA resources
 Consider outside help (some excellent
Security products available)
- 29
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Electronic Payments…Some Bad
News and Some Good News…
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EFT is secure, nearly instantaneous (avoiding
postal delays, lost checks)

Electronic Funds
Transfer (EFT)

EFT - reduces administrative costs:
 Manual handling of the mail, paper checks, deposits
 Reassociating paper check with electronic EOB/RA
 Encourages usage of 835 by improving matching

Operating rules add:
 Max 3 bus days between EFT/ERA
 Trace #s
 Standardized enrollment data

Problem: Some bad actors charging for EFT
- 31
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“Virtual” credit cards are now on the market

Virtual Credit
Cards (VCCs)

 Health plans mail, fax, or email single-use credit
card payment information
 Some plans/vendors dropped paper checkshave moved to VCC “opt out”
 3rd party payment vendors offer VCCs as well
 Problems:
 2-5+% per transaction to you when card number
entered in your credit card terminal by staff
 Additional costs-staff time
 Lost value of reassociation with ERA
- 32
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New ePayments Guidance from CMS
1. Health plans sending
VCCs must stop if a
provider requests to
receive payments via
EFT

After an aggressive
advocacy effort by MGMA,
CMS released guidance:

2. HPs/vendors not to charge
fees for the use of EFT. Fees
limited to banking transaction
fees-$.034 per transaction

4. Practices not required to
contract for additional “value
added” payment services from
vendors

3. HPs cannot deduct funds
from a provider’s account
unless contractually authorized
by the provider
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1. “Request EFT payment using MGMA’s sample

2.
ePayments
Action Steps for 3.
Practices
4.
5.
6.

letter or by visiting CAQH’s EnrollHub
Remember that payers MUST send you EFT if
you request!
Determine who is charging EFT fees or sending
you VCCs
Talk to your financial institution about any fees
Stand firm against VCCs, EFT fees
Lodge a formal complaint directly with CMS or go
through MGMA

For more info, access MGMA’s EFT/ERA Guide
- 34
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On the Horizon…
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 Starting April 2018-CMS will:

Social Security
Number (SSN)
Removal
Initiative aka
“New Medicare
Card”

 Assign 150 million MBI’s in the initial enumeration
(60 million active/90 million decease/archived) and
each new beneficiary
 Generate a new unique MBI for a Medicare
beneficiary whose identity has been compromised
 Issue new cards starting Apr. 2018
 Medicare claims can use old/new #s until Jan. 2020

- 36
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Practices will
have 3 ways to
get the new MBI

1.Patient presents the card at time of
service
2.Practice receives it through the
remittance advice (HIPAA 835 electronic
transaction)
3.Practice obtains it via a secure web portal
with the Medicare Administrative
Contractor (MAC) (note that each MAC
will have access to all MBIs)
Note: from Apr. 2018-Dec. 2019 the message field on the 271 response
will state "CMS mailed a Medicare card with a new Medicare Beneficiary
Identifier (MBI) to this beneficiary. Medicare providers, please get the new
MBI from your patient and save it in your system(s).”
- 37
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Key Practice
Checklist Items

Conduct patient outreach:
• Communicate the New Medicare Card to your patients
(posters, flyers, and tear-offs to educate patients)
• Encourage your patients to correct their address in
Medicare's records at SSA using
www.ssa.gov/myaccount
• Remind patients to protect their new Medicare number
and only share it with trusted providers
Get ready to use the new MBI Format:
• Talk/test with your PMS vendor and ensure systems and
workflow can accommodate HICNs and MBIs
• Ask billers them about their MBI preparations
• Ensure access to the MAC portal to obtain a patient’s
MBI starting in June 2018
For additional information on this transition, visit the CMS MBI
website at:
• https://www.cms.gov/newcard
- 38
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New HIT and
Administrative
Simplification
Initiatives

Proposed: CMS rule ends requirement that
HPs certify compliance with the HIPAA/ACA
admin simp regulations. MGMA urges plans to
be audited/fined
Under discussion: Patient matching/ID,
Patient access to e-data (GAO)
Forthcoming: UDIs on claims, EHR “rating
system,” a Pediatric-specific certification, and
more “user-centered” focus for CEHRT (March
report), and…
Electronic attachments proposed rule
- 39
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Electronic
Attachments

• When supporting clinical documentation
required, no electronic standard (required in
HIPAA/ACA)
• Delays/denials in payment/authorizations=
practice frustration and impact patient care
• Claims and PA both would be improved with
automation
• Other types of clinical data reporting as well
• MGMA, others testified at CMS
• Regulation announced in the CMS Unified
Agenda for August
- 40
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• Avoid 2017 4% MIPS 2019 penalty by, at
minimum, submiting small amount of quality data,
one IA, or ACI Base Score

Summary

• Avoid 2018 5% MIPS 2020 penalty by scoring at
least 15 points
• Good security hygiene protects your patients AND
your business!
• Don’t let THEM steal your reimbursement dollars!
• Admin simp challenges (MBI, UDI), but also some
hope for the future (PA and attachments)
• Leverage MGMA knowledge and resources!
- 41
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Recent MGMA Resources
• Washington Connection (mgma.com/Washington)
• Weekly e-newsletter with breaking updates and everything you need to know from our nation’s capital

• Final 2018 Medicare payment and QPP analysis
• A definitive resource for understanding changes to 2018 Medicare payment policies

• Medicare Chronic Care Management Essentials
• Download MGMA’s overview of CCM requirements to learn about revised billing policies

• Language Assistance Requirements Provision breakdown
• MGMA provides a guide for members navigating Section 1557 of the ACA

• Open Payments: What you need to know
• A resource highlighting what you need to know regarding the Open Payments Program

• Reporting requirements for global surgical codes
• Download this member-exclusive tool in preparing for CPT code 99024 reporting

Recent MGMA Resources
• Incorporating data from patient wearables into an EHR

• A thorough guide of action steps
• 2018 Medicare Outlook – webinar

• Informative session regarding 2018 Medicare policies
• Medicare Audits Primer
• Overview of the contractors and audits under CMS’ program integrity initiatives

• Medicare Appeals Primer
• Member guide through levels of appeal available under each type of audit

• Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (H.R. 1) tax bill and appropriations memorandum
• Brief of changes from new tax law

• Legislative Memorandum on pass through provisions of tax bill
• Summary of pass-through provisions on medical groups contained in the Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act (H.R. 1)

Recent MGMA Resources
• New Medicare Card Toolkit
• Resource to assist practice leaders prepare for the MBI and new Medicare cards

• Member-benefit Cybersecurity webinar
• Protect yourself against cyberattack: An action plan for medical groups

• Member-benefit Cybersecurity resource
• Cybersecurity Action Steps for Medical Practices

• Member-benefit HIPAA Privacy resource
• The Patient Right to their Medical Record: Format, Fees and other Requirements

Questions?

Visit: www.mgma.org
Email: rtennant@mgma.org

Appendix

Quality

50%

2018 IN BRIEF
 Report 6 measures on 60% of applicable
patient encounters, except CAHPS and CMS
Web Interface
 No additional cross-cutting measure
requirement

MAXIMIZE YOUR SCORE

 12-month reporting period
 Improvement bonus up to 10% of quality score
available
Six “topped out” measures receive a maximum of 7 points
Measure 21

Perioperative Care: Selection of Prophylactic Antibiotic – First OR Second Generation
Cephalosporin

Measure 23

VTE Prophylaxis (When Indicated in ALL Patients)

Measure 52

COPD: Inhaled Bronchodilator Therapy

Measure 224

Melanoma: Overutilization of Imaging Studies in Melanoma

Measure 262

Image Confirmation of Successful Excision of Image-Localized Breast Lesion

Measure 359

Optimizing Patient Exposure to Ionizing Radiation: Utilization of a Standardized
Nomenclature for CT Imaging Description

©2017 MGMA. All rights reserved.
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 Benchmarks for same measure vary by
reporting mechanism
 Limited to one reporting mechanism
within the category
 Bonus points for all reported measures
even if the measure not counted (up to
10% cap)
 Data completeness thresholds are based
on the proportion of applicable patients,
not the number of clinicians who report
data

Cost will be measured in 2018
10%

2018 IN BRIEF
Two cost measures formerly used in
Value Modifier:
• Total cost of care for attributed
beneficiaries
• Medicare spending per beneficiary

No reporting requirements

 Performance compared against a 2018
benchmark
 CMS will use average of both measures
 Measures risk adjusted for demographic
factors and clinical conditions

2016 Quality and Resource Use Report

©2017 MGMA. All rights reserved.
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Future outlook for cost
MIPS in 2018

MIPS in 2019 and beyond

Quality

50%

Quality

30%

Cost

10%

Cost

30%

Advancing Care Information

25%

Advancing Care Information

25%

Improvement Activities

15%

Improvement Activities

15%

MGMA advocacy:

Incomplete:
 Episode-based cost measures

 Pilot test episode-based cost measures

 MACRA patient relationship categories

 Ensure patient relationship codes enhance
patient attribution and do not merely
increase reporting burden

 Risk adjustment
 Actionable patient attribution, resource
use data
©2017 MGMA. All rights reserved.

 Improve risk adjustment
 Provide timely resource use data
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15%

Improvement Activities
2018 IN BRIEF

SEVERAL PATHS TO FULL-CREDIT

 No change to:
•
•
•
•

Ex.

90-day reporting period
Scoring policies,
Category weight, or
Reporting mechanisms

 Additional activities to choose
from
 Report via yes/no attestation in
portal by Mar. 31 following
performance period
©2017 MGMA. All rights reserved.
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Reported
Activities

1

H

H

2

H

M

M

3

M

M

M

Points
Earned
40
40
M

H

High-weighted activity: 20 points

M

Medium-weighted activity: 10 points

40

